Validate Jt,
and LjouQive
Jt Beingness
(These are notes from a
lecture by L, Ron Hubbard
before the "Get Thee Be
hind Me, Thetan" unit of
the Clinical Course. It is
suggested that any non
graduates
using
these
techniques intersperse the
session with
plenty of
SELF-ANALYSIS and holding
the two back corners of
the room.
Other lecture
notes will be printed from
time to time.—EDITOR.)
DIRECT LIVING PROCESS
We have known that
validation grants be
ingness. If you ig
nore
something,
it
rarely materializes.
Granting of life to
things is a slightly
new track.
An individual will
grant just so much be
ingness to
entheta,
and then it material
izes •
It’s routine that
you ask a pre-clear to
recall something pleas
ant, and after a littie while,
he gets
swamped with unpleas
ant things. The trick
^(Continued on Page 5.)

SOmEBOOY THREATEN
TO SUE ABERREE OVER
SOmETHinG OR OTHER
"Jrae Story'1
of "Jac. One"
Qua ds Sold
Students of Dianet
ics
and Scientology
have been well briefed
on ”Fac. One” and var
ious invading forces—
but where do they re
late these to present
time? Are those merely
incidents to be dug up
by those who run socalled "past lives"?
Must everything of
this nature be dated
millions, or trillions,
of years ago?
Are
there invading forces
at work today, moving
so quietly and subtly
that none of us sus
pects? And have these
anything to do with
the so-called "flying
saucers", on which no
two "observers"
can
seem to agree?
While The Editor was
(Continued on Page 9.)
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On October 2, the
following letter ar
rived in The ABERREE
office:
"Be informed that
Volney Mathison is at
present being sued for
his patents. Your af
filiation with Volney
puts you on the same
edge as he.
"Please reply.
(Signed) "Dr. R. F.
Steves".
The
letter
was
written on a letter
head of the Interna
tional Guild of Scien
tologists, which, ac
cording to a bulletin
dated August 9» had
been reorganized into
the Committee of Exam
ination,
Certificat
ion, and Services of
the Hubbard Associat
ion of Scientologists,
International. It was
mailed in an H.A.S.I.
envelope.
We couldn’t figure
it out. Neither could
the Publisher. Nor the
neighbor’s cat which
(Continued on Page 7.)

Cl Cl A- ENID, Oct. 30-31—Two Days!
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The Non-serious Voice of All Serious
"Sciences of Thought", with a Circulation that Covers the Earth.
Published in the Dark of the
Moon—6 to 12 Moons a Year—at
207 N. Washington, Enid, Okla.
Editor: The Rev. Mr. Dr. ALPHIA
OMEGA HART, D.Scn., F.Scn.,
B.Scn.(2), D.D., HCA, HDA.
Publisher: AGNES JOHNSON HART,
HCA» WFE, SEC.,H.Kpr», ETC.
POLICY—Don’t take it so damn’
seriously.
N0TE--We reserve the right to
change our minds from issue
to issue—or even from Page
1 to Page 2, if we desire.
Subscription Price: Same as
last month--$2 a year.
No
trade-ins or refunds, even
if you don’t like it, or we
quit sending it.
Advertising Rates: $1 a column
•inch, if you get results;
double that if you don’t.
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WHAT WE DON'T
These changes we
LIKE ABOUT
make each month in
THE ABERREE
The ABERREE aren’t
aimed entirely at
confusing our readers, or provid
ing randomity. Some are dictated
by the material we have, but most
of the changes reflect our dissat
isfaction with previous issues.
For one thing, we hope to look
more like a magazine in the future
than like a newspaper. For anoth
er, we’d like a different type of
copy—and in this, we invite our
readers to help us out.
No matter what
’’science of
thought” you follow, you have some
reason for continuing that line.
What is it? If you practice Dia
netics or Scientology, what suc
cess have you had? How about some
Case Histories? What can you say
that will validate Man, explain
his rise or fall? point the way to
a brighter, more certain future?
Those who think The ABERREE has
only one goal—to take a cynical,

satirical poke at
Scientology,
those who oppose Scientology, L.
Ron Hubbard, or anything else oth
er than the Army and asininity—are
mistaken.
Satire, even in the
hands of an expert, has limited
value. And we’re no expert. Some
times, we’ll admit, our efforts
are just plain ’’corny’’.
So, if there’s something you
don’t like about The ABERREE, tell
us. You see, we don’t like it
either, and that’s why we didn’t
send you this issue. We didn't
even print one this month.
MUST A GLOBE ~”**When the first
BE SACRIFICED atomic bomb was
TO BOMB TEST? launched
agains t
Hiroshima to reflect
the insanity of an avenging nat
ion, scientists tried to salve the
fears of the portion of the popul
ace that could look ahead with the
assurance:
"No one needs fear any bigger—
or smaller--bomb. The formula of
the A-bomb is critical, and to try
and enlarge or reduce the proport
ions would only result in a ’dud’.
That is why the EXACT proportions
must be guarded with this coun
try’s life."
Announcements that the Bikini
test bombs were greater than those
which brought Japan to her knees
were denied. "They were just more
efficient," said the pacifiers.
Then came the H-bomb, with the
A-bomb merely providing the match
to set off this suicidal demon.
In recent Pacific tests, "freedom
of the seas" had to be suspended
over a 700-mile radius to "pro
tect" any ships that might find
their path in sequestered waters.
Now, two TIME magazine writers
have published a book, entitled
"The Hydrogen Bomb", which reveals
for the first time (no pun intend
ed) that the U. S. has perfected a
"super H-Bomb" that can destroy an
entire nation at one whoo-o-o-f—
with the punch of nearly 45 mil
lion tons of TNT. Because of the
square ratio at which an explosion
is effective, this probably does
NOT mean that the blast would lev
el an entire country, unless it
were directed at some tiny nation.
However, it does show to what
lengths a destruction-happy gang
of licensed murderers will go, and
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fighting "tests” were made over
stored jet fuel, and after the
holocaust of stupidity, 25 burned
and blackened bodies—victims of
a "bad guess’’--were just as dead
as if they’d been slain in battle.
It may be only months, or maybe
years, before the ultimate in glo
bal destruction comes about--not
from war but because some grown-up
child, told by Father he never
could play with firecrackers, or
matches, proves Father was wrong.
WHEN WE CAN’T
CREATE, WE’LL
COPYRIGHT IT

1ST COLONEL---- My regret isn’t that the
bomb we tested was stronger than we’d ex
pected—but now I'll never make General.
2ND COLONEL—Humph'. All space is alike. No restricted area for officers.
And these millions of lights—I'm sure
some of them were mere enlisted men. Not
a one even blinks in salute I
if they have a bomb that will des
troy a nation, no doubt they al
ready have at least done research
on how to build a bomb that will
wipe out a continent, or even an
entire planet.
The book alleges that Russia
went ahead of the U.S. in atomic
research in 1953 because of polit
ical squabbles, and much of the
blame is laid at the door of Dr.
Philip Oppenheimer, who helped to
father the A-bomb. This could be
true, in which case no nation is
safe, and the next war will be won
with the first blast, and a world
of radioactive desert, so often
pictured by science fiction writ
ers, will be a reality.
Then, too, there is the possi
bility that the charge is false,
and merely a motivator for contin
ued research into bigger and bet
ter death-dealing weapons.
The danger lies in the state
ment that the military forces did
not dare test the super-weapon in
the Pacific last spring because of
the risk. This leaves us safe only
as long as sane, death-fearing men
control such tests. But how long
will that be?
Recently, in West Germany, fire

Several persons
seem amazed, (s o
they write) that we
don’t copyright each
issue of The ABERREE? "Why?” they
ask.
Well, it might be any one of
three reasons:
1. Uncle Sam charges $4 to pro
tect you from "other" thieves and
plagiarists.
2. We doubt if anyone’s going
to steal anything we print. It’s
not that important.
3. Copyrighting everything you
write is a confession that you
have little faith in your ability
to continue producing salable
stuff—and that there may come a
time when you’ll have to fall back
on your own, protected material to
make a living. When we can’t pro
duce new copy for The ABERREE, The
ABERREE ceases to exist, because
we’re certain no one wants to read
what we said yesterday and today
tomorrow.
Realizing that there are too
Many religions, too many ologies,
and too many isms, The ABERREE
staff, in special executive ses
sion, has announced the founding of a
completely new organization.
There will be no dues, no diplomas, no
special courses, no certificates, no de
grees, and no titles. Membership is ob
tained merely by recognizing that the
person is not outside infinity. A card to
this effect will be issued if the adher
ent doubts his ability to convince others
that they, too, are not separate beings
in an infinity of their own.
The organization will be known as "The
Infinites". Dissenters who wish to split
off into their own infinities will be
called "Split Infinities".
(More details, maybe, next month.)

NEW
'ITE'
UNIT
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COEIFEREDCE ITIAY SPARK OTHERS
Auditing, Discussions
to Stress Scientology
Hopes that the Midwest Dianetics and
Scientology Conference, to be held in
Enid October 30 and 31, will lay the
groundwork for other get-togethers, was
voiced by Norman Fritz of Wichita, chair
man of the conference, this week.
Norman says a program has been ar
ranged that will center around Scientol
ogy techniques and procedures, but will
not be closed to a discussion of other
therapies,
The convention will open Saturday,
with registration at 1 p. m. in the East
Lounge of the Hotel Youngblood, which is
less than two blocks from The AffiRREE of
fice. Earlier arrivals will spend Satur
day morning in self-arranged "bull ses
sions".
Lectures and group auditing, either by
selected leaders or by tapes, have been
arranged for Saturday afternoon and eve
ning, and following the noon luncheon
Sunday. Tapes and tape recorders will be
available for those wishing to use them
Sunday morning. Also, a volunteer audit
ing system will be set up.
Much of the "live" program will be
patterned after the one given so success
fully several weeks ago by the Scientol
ogy Road Show when it appeared in Wich
ita. Tentative speakers for this presen
tation include: Doyle Longhurst, John
Burch, Nelda Woodring, Genevieve Crist,
and Norman Fritz.
Charge for the delegates, Fritz said,
will be $2.25 per person, which includes
Sunday’s noon luncheon at the hotel. For
those unable to attend the luncheon, the
assessment will be only $1 per person to
cover convention costs.
A large delegation from Wichita, and
several from other Kansas and Oklahoma
points, have announced plans to attend.
Invitations have been extended several
prominent auditors, as well as members of
the H.A.S.I. staff in Phoenix.
Although advance registration is not
required, it is urged that those knowing
they will attend, or who wish further in
formation, write Agnes Hart, 207 North
Washington, Enid. Agnes is corresponding
secretary for the convention.

Doctor Sues'The Ghost'
for
[Billion Dollars
Several months ago, Dr. Clem Johnson,
who has a unique way of expressing him
self in "The Ghost of Scientology" about
persons with whom he disagrees, took to
task a certain "Dr. Vick’s Vapor-Rub",
whom he accused of "trying to seduce ev
ery lady preclear that he got for treat
ment ."
There was much conjecture as to whom
was meant by this unnamed "Dr .Vapor-Rub".
On Sept. 21, Dr.P.D.NaPier of Orlando,
Fla., a chiropractor and fellow graduate
of Johnson’s from the Fourth Clinical Un
it, filed a libel suit in a Florida court,
claiming it was he to whom The GHOST re
ferred as "Dr. Vick’s Vapor-Rub", and
asked $75,000 damages to his reputation.
Mach of The GHOST’S article was quoted in
Florida daily newspapers.
We don’t know how much damage a story
in The GHOST can do—we weren't hurt by
an earlier GHOST report that we'd been
driven from Phoenix in a police clean-up—
but we can see how much more damaging
might be The GHOST'S story in newspapers
which number readers by the thousands in
stead of a few hundred.
Dr. Johnson now operates the South
eastern Scientology Training and Process
ing Center in Orlando.

REPORTER—So you’re 102 today? To what
do you accredit your longevity?
CENTENARIAN—A sharp-eyed thetan, good
communication—and I been in Scientology
for nigh on to three years.
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WHAT YOU VALIDATE, YOU GIVE LIFE TO
(Continued from Page 1.)

was: granting of beingness was be
ing given to the past, and it be
gan to materialize automatically.
When we talk of validation,
we’re not talking about running
pleasure moments. That was run
ning a pattern of flows.
Granting of beingness is having
a machine run without wires or dy
namos to it.
The universe is designed to
stop communication; only cosmic
rays come through MEST barriers,
and they come through everything
at a tremendous rate. Only special
shields can stop them.
The only way everything can
communicate with you is when you
’re dead. The thetan gets the idea
it is necessary for communication
to pass from him in order for him
to feel it.
Granting aliveness to something
is essentially good; not granting
aliveness, and setting up resist
ing screens, causes it to materi
alize and jam the machine.
One climbs out of the hole by
changing his frame of mind to
where he doesn’t resist an object;
even ignores it. This can be done
by Acceptance Level Precessing—
find out the thing he can accept,
and run it.
Level One is what everybody
thinks you want, and Level Two is
what we want—what our grandfath
ers laid down solid screens against.
An acceptable movie to the pub
lic mind would make your
hair
stand on end.
Refusing life to something ne
cessitates putting up a sheet of
life to do the resisting. You give
a thing energy by saying there must
be no (whatever that thing is.)
A process does exist that can
wipe out the ills of man. This
isn’t Validation Processing. We
treat present time and future act
ualities as it is desired by the

individual, with minimal valida
tion of symbols and abstracts.
All we’re interested in is gran
ting aliveness to actual things.
Ask:
’’Give me three places
where the condition is not.” Then
ask: ’’What’s there?”
Tell them:
’’Find a place where you can be
really sure.”
Work with him until he tells
you that things ’’there” have no
significance.
To hell with sig
nificances .
The preclear who can’t exteri
orize is usually under duress of
some physical pain that is being
held in abeyance by something he’s
not sure of.
He’s resisting, and
therefore has collapsed his lines
on it.
This process must be well audi
ted—not with any significance or
association. Until you take these
out, he’ll continue to resist. If
you can get him to neglect his
body, he’ll exteriorize. But he
won’t as long as he fights the
body, or keeps asking for the sig
nificance of blackness.
If there are scorpions or beet
les ’’there”, so what? How can they
hurt a thetan?
Tell him to find three places
in the body that hasn’t anything
wrong: Be sure he finds places in
the body that are all right--NOT
places in the body where the con
dition doesn’t exist.
The thetan, when he gets dim on
perception, is busy guarding the
body against what’s going to be
wrong or what has been wrong.
Somatics
will show up, but
don’t get unkind about it. Just
find another
place that’s
all
right«
By finding these places, you’re
letting them be alive.
Sometimes somatics will get un
bearable, but you just continue
the process.
Have the' preclear find three
things INSIDE the body and three
things OUTSIDE the body—alternat
ely—that are all right (repeat
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three or four times), until the
another thetan--and the
thetan
body is alive enough to permit ex
feels this is a terrible failure
teriorization of the preclear.
for him. He can destroy a form,
Somatics are over-tight commun
but that’s as far as he can go.
ication lines.
If you start to
A fellow trying to conquer his
identify these as past communica
enemies actually gives them life.
tion lines, you’re done. The only
The best you can do is to let your
thing you can validate is present
enemies go on being enemies. It’d
time and future form.
be kinder to blow their brains put.
When you get the body more al
Why do people cling to life
ive, you just neglect the entire
when they seem in such bad shape
past of the preclear at one fell
that it’s hardly worth it? Because
swoop.
there’s a thetan back there run
This is a complete break with
ning the mock-up.
all past therapies; it’s why they
Use this process in groups or
were relatively workable instead
individually.
of completely workable. You don’t
There are pitfalls—and this
validate any of the past.
can’t be used by just anyone. THE
Once you barricade happiness to
DANGER IS TO GIVE THEM SIGNIFI
get unhappiness, you’re going to
CANCE. Like telegrams are signi
get a flow—but they’ll get less
ficant. They frighten you because
and less.
they’re similar to one you re
As we start this process, we
ceived once that had bad news, etc.
begin to get him to neglect his
That’s what’s wrong with the
body.
preclear. He has to guard a body
After having him find things
because a minnie ball or tomahawk
right inside the body and outside
may
land in his skull. He’s guard
for awhile, start having him find
ing
from
the past. Have him point
things right with each of the dyn
to
places
and have him say: "I’m
amics—with certainty. For examp
there." Soon the lie will show up.
le:
’’Give me some things right
Have him start pretending to dis
with cats (or other animals); some
cover himself in various places,
things right with the universe;
and saying, "I’m there".
some things you are absolutely
certain are right with God.” Get
Also, have him point to places
all the synonyms for "right” you
and find outrageous things wrong
can find to use in running these
with them—find things wrong that
dynamics.
aren’t wrong. Pile it on thick.
The more he ransacks the past,
DEMONSTRATION—Find 3
things
the slower you’re going to pull
right
with
your
automatic
machines
him out of his past•
...find three things right in your
All exteriorization processes
body...Find
three things right in
are present time processes.
A
the environment...In the body...In
cripple in bed can find something
the environment...In the body...
right with his body: he can move
Find three things that you would
his eyeballs from right to left,
n’t change in the body...Find 3
or he can breathe, etc.
things in the environment
you
Those who predict dire things
could have without bad consequen
are going to happen, and if you
ces...Find 3 things a body could
argue against them, you are giving
have without bad consequences...
life to things they fear. When you
Find 3 things right about the
mock up a screen against things
building you’re in...Find 3 things
you don’t want, you mock up the
others could give you... Three
things that go in front of it.
things you could give others....
The curse in this life is that
Find
3 things you could survive...
one only tries to give goodness.
Three pleasant things you’d like
The horrible thing is that if you
to know..•
go down the street trying to deny
The only thing that can live is
a filthy beggar life by setting up
that which you give attention to,
screens, you actually give him
so if you’re always looking for
things that are wrong, that’s all
life. It’s impossible for you to
give death—a thetan cannot kill
you’re giving beingness to.
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<"XDFNT T rTTPD • To
Examining Committee, HUBBARD DIAkJrlLlN LjEjI 1 UK * NETIC RESEARCH FOUNDATION, Phoenix, Ariz.
Dear Committee:
Thank you for your letter to The ABERREE, offering it a chance
to become a Bachelor of Dianetics, or even a PhD, if it will merely cough up $250 or ^500 and take the Dianetics training for a
month or two in Phoenix.
However, as Editor of The ABERREE, and holding all the degrees
available until these new ones came on the scene following the
removal of the Foundation from Wichita to Phoenix, I do not intend
for my magazine to start competing with me in the acquisition of
letters after its name. Besides, The ABERREE, both on Page 1 and
on the Page 2 Masthead, fits perfectly as it is, and the addition
of abbreviated labels would cause a serious adjustment in make-up.
What would my readers think if they shucked the wrapper, spread
open their favorite Scientology journal (not THE "Journal"), and
saw, staring back at them, a devil winking from under his eye
shade behind a fence of "The ABERREE, B. Dn.", or even "The ABER
REE, PhD."?
Tenthly, The ABERREE does not have, nor has it been de-categoried from, any H. D. A. or D. A. degree, and when it starts getting
such high-falutin’ ideas, I intend to disown it forthwith, and
place it in Category 11—Deceased, Defunct, Dethetaized, and Un
published.
I’m sure your offer to The ABERREE was made with the utmost
sincerity, but my intercession comes only from my "goodness of
heart". Would you have all my readers face an empty mailbox for a
month or two while The ABERREE went to Phoenix to earn a degree?
And what if it came back a theta clear?
I want no such tragedy befalling any magazine of mine.
(Signed) The EDITOR, HDA, HCA, F.Scn., B.Scn.(2), D.D., D.Scn.

Someone Threa tens to Sue
"Aberree'Over Something
(THIS Confusion Began on Page 1.)
strolled by at that particular moment in
his hunt for stray mice or rats. Even the
cricket, which usually chirrups some kind
of answer for some of the crazy and un
human communications that occasionally
reach our desk, was nonplused by this
one, and curled up in the corner, dead.
So, we took the second paragraph-that, at least, was simple—and replied:
"Please tell us more. It sounds like
a hell of a good story,"
And, in keeping with the latest H. A.
S. I. directive, we even contributed a
couple sheets of blank paper on which to
answer.
We've heard nothing more. We still
don't know what it’s all about. We wrote
Volney, who gave us a statement, but we

admit we're going to have to toss the
whole thing into the laps of those among
our readers who can savvy "Clearese", Our
linguistic accomplishments, we regret,
are limited to English and a few choice
phrases in German, Soanish, and French.
Here's Volney's contribution:
"The
invention and manufacture of
Mathison Electropsychometers is and al
ways has been completely separate and not
related in any way to the activities of
Mr. L. Ron Hubbard, the various mutually
published publicity items or endorsements
being concerned with sales promotion, and
were for no other purpose,
"Mr. Hubbard did not ever at any time
suggest to me that I should invent or how
to invent the Mathison Electropsychom
eter, further than to recommend the use
of tin-can electrodes instead of resilent
sponges. (We no longer use either one.)
A true and correct statement of the mat
ter appears in Mr. Hubbard’s own book,
ELECTROPSYCHOMETRIC AUDITING, Pages 16
and 17."
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Ron then went over, in exhaustive de
tail, the procedure to be used on these
$500 intensives, to be given under the
auspices (ostensibly) of th- Church of
Scientology of Phoenix.
The procedure: Two-way communication:
get the p-c to describe his problem. If
there is no communication lag, exteriorize
him and do a routine Route I, plus having
him fix up arty somatics. If there is a
communication lag, do Route II, 15 hours
of Opening Procedure 8-C and five hours
of Opening Procedure by Duplication—
that's all! If he is not over his somat
ic, you reluctantly do four or five hours
of Problems, a new version. It goes like
this: How many problems can you be to
you? Continue until he can invent a mul
PHONZX, Ariz., Oct. 7—Auditing on a
titude of problems.
This resolves the
"money-back guarantee" was outlined as a
"scarcity of problems", and lets the pre
possibility to a group of assembled audi
clear let go of his cherished backache.
tors tonight by L. Ron Hubbard as part of
Once, briefly, Ron said all cases will
a series of lectures he’s making on "How yield to Standard Procedure except neur
to Act Like a Minister".
otics and psychotics. I gather that the
The guarantee, he said, would become
screening will be careful.
effective if—after a 20-hour intensive—
The week before, when Ron addressed
the preclear's somatic or problem is not
the group, he spoke of a guarantee to be
alleviated. Although he did not specif
backed up by a $5,000 insurance policy to
ically, in so many words, refer to a $500
be taken out by pre-clears at the beginfee for said intensive being refunded,
ning of the first session—if they don't
the inference seemed plain. This would be
get results, or if the results don't
specified in a written contract, with the
last, they collect on the $5,000 policy.
preclear's problem (which he referred to
Ron said the insurance "deal" may be "aas a somatic) being specifically des
bout three months in arranging".
cribed.
The agreement would be that if
Ron told the assembled auditors that
the problem-somatic
group processing was
is not alleviated in
proving valueless—
the course of a 20both from the stand
hour intensive, (or
point of help to the
A gradient scale of excommunica
25 hours on a rough
audience and in rev
tion, termed by its framers, the C.E.
enue.
Those helped
case that complains)
C.S., a "List of Categories for Audi
and does not stay
weren't bad off to
tors"—both active and non-active—
begin with, he said,
alleviated for one
recently was issued with calefying
year, the money is
results. The list follows:
and when these get
1. Suspended. Not published.
refunded.
past whatever may be
bothering them at
Indeed, they will
2. Suspended. Published.
insist on refunding
the moment, they go
3. Revoked for review. Not pub
lished.
on their way—and
it.
Under no cir
4. Revoked for review. Published.
that' s that. Future
cumstances will the
5. Revoked. Final. Rehabilitata
attention will be
pre-clear be permit
ble. Published.
directed toward in
ted to wheedle an
6. Revoked. Not to be recertified
dividual processing,
auditor into an ad
with any certificate or membership.
although some group
ditional 15 hours or
Published.
so, even though that
processing will con
extra time might re
tinue at the Church
7. Revoked. Not to be recerti
solve the case.
Afied. Not to be processed.
on East Roosevelt.
bout eight cases out
8. Trained. Not certified.
However, only two
of 100 will be "re
9. Not trained. May. be trained
sessions
will be
fund cases",
and
under proper circumstances.
free,
and anyone
this will demons
wanting more pro
10. Not trained. May not be trained
trate that this is a
or certified.
cessing will be ex
bona fide deal.
pected to contrib-
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Church of Scientology of Phoenix and dir
ute $3.50 for membership in the Church.
During the talk, Ron also revealed ector of training and certifying minister
John Galusha is dean of
that the portion of Operation Phoenix of the Church.
which originally called for continuous Hubbard Professional School and director
mailings to a select list was being aban
of HCA training for the H.A.S.I.
doned, since the response from The GOLDEN
DAWN had given him the information he
The Eighth Clinical Course,
which
started October 4, has in attendance:
wanted. Instead, auditors will be speci
fically trained in new classes under the Laurie Conway, Roman Mazurek, "Chubby"
Church of Scientology of Phoenix, headed Crank, Gene Hobbel, Henry Mauerer, and
by Bob Sutton, and when they can pass an Russell Goodwin, who is a repeat from the
Seventh Unit. Only debt-free graduates
examination for a temporary HCA and min
isterial status, will be assigned to "a are now allowed to sit in.
beat" for door-to-door canvassing, urging
The Phoenix Group, at its last meet
people to contact the HAST. These will
be assigned an auditor, a processing ing, decided on a series of lectures to
schedule set up, and quarters arranged, A review Dianetics. Paul Lyon will initi
total of 38$ of the processing fees will ate the series.
go to the HASI, and the remainder to the
auditor.
The latest and hottest rumor is that a
certain author and editor is, by action
Ron suggested a ratio of two hours1
of C.E.C.S., about to have his green eye
door-to-door canvassing and three hours '
shade wrenched because of Category 17/8
processing for each auditor in the "aud
iting pool", and an average fee of $12.50 plus the first three words of Category 51
per hour was suggested as an acceptable
(See box at bottom of Page 8.)
standard.
The Churchills’ copy of SCRUB OAKS is
circulating like mad around Phoenix and
Attendance at the Church of Scientol
ogy group auditing services has dropped what this writer would like to know is
off somewhat the last two week-ends, with why no comments about it have been made
in The ABERREE. You can at least print
three new visitors last Sunday and three
this query, can't you?
(Ed. Note: We've
the Saturday-Sunday previous.
Sutton,
however, at the last session instituted a
had so many flattering reports on our
new type of process, which probably will novel, and so much stuff to print in our
be rewarded by an attendance increase.
limited space, that we thought our read
ers would prefer news, data, and gossip.)
A recent change in the H.A.S.I. set-up
STRICTLY PERSONAL—Bud Eubank has re
puts Dale Kathary as recording technician
turned
to Kansas City in fine spirits...
and Jim Pinkham in a new office at 50?
Rick
Walker
came back to Phoenix for more
North Third Street as director for the
processing, and was directed to the re
Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation. His
training classes... "Chubby" and Jackie
four or more rooms are stacked to the
Crank have a second daughter they've
ceiling with Dianetic literature, plus
named Sidney. » , l&rilyn Wallace has a
several thousand case histories. Jim is
unique hobby—making realistic replicas
enthused about his new mock-up, and has
of a shrunken head—which she hopes to
been trying to catch up on an accumulated
pile of requests for books or information market on a nation-wide scale... Jean
on training.
Struckmeyer is home again from the hospital.___________________________________
Bob Sutton is now Reverend of the
If you laugh at past lives, scout fly
ing saucer stories, and look on Ron's
WHAT TO AUDIT as fantasy fiction, be sure
(Continued from Page 1.)
Su're not emulating the ostrich, which
manager of The Office of L.Ron Hubbard in
ries its head in the sand to hide it
Phoenix a couple years ago* Volney Ifethiself
from its enemies.
son was given money to aid him in some
Read the story in next Month's ABER
experiments with a type of "death ray",
REE. Find out what happened to the Los
an offshoot of the "original Facsimile
One" machine. We heard rumors about what Angeles policeman who thought the "ship
happened, but until now, Volney has had from space" shouldn't park in the street
without a permit.
.
nothing to say.
The incident, he said,
-ejZiewas being investigated by the U. S. Army,
IT'S A GOOD QUESTION
and their findings were "classified for
Comes beautiful weather, and we
public security". Now, nearly two years
"Praise the Lord", but if we get a
later, the bars of secrecy have been lif
drouth or flood, we ask:
’’What
ted, and for the first time, in any med
ium, Ifethison reveals the "inside story".
have we done to deserve this?"

"TRUE STORY' OF "FRO. OOF" GUO
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Finally, a former enlisted man,
who remembered his days of silent
suffering, blasted out a series of
nasty ”Boo-o-o-s” from the grand
stand. The crowd laughed—and the
man who’d exercised his own free
dom of speech was arrested for
’’disturbing the peace”.

The ’’freedom” Cpl.Claude Batch
elor came back to after his re
lease by his Red captors in Korea
was short lived. Tried by an Army
court martial on charges of col
laborating with the Chinese who’d
taken him prisoner, he was found
’’guilty” on five of six counts,
and sentenced to life imprison
ment. His trial was marked by the
severe beatings given prospective
defense witnesses.

A special committee of six sen
ators found Joe (not Stalin) Mc
Carthy censurable on two of a long
series of counts, and not entirely
innocent on others. But not until
after the Nov. 2 general election
will the public find out what the
Senate’s going to do about it.

A Cambridge professor says a
study of magnetic fields in rock
formations leads him to believe
the North Pole was in Arizona 600
million years ago. What a differ
ence a few years can make, eh,
Professor? or have you been in Ar
izona recently?
Freezing for mangled portions
of a body instead of ’’shock-pro
ducing anesthetics”, was urged be
fore an Oklahoma City convention
of surgeons by a Texas physician,
’’Take care of the patient first
and the injury after the patient’s
safe,” the Doctor suggested.

The ’’Big Brass” and the VIP’s
droned on and on, extolling the
virtues of the 45th Division at
special ceremonies before an Okla
homa State Fair crowd—while the
GI’s stood stiffly at attention.

Chemists, in their 126th Annual
meeting, think they may have the
key to immortality—it’s the am
ount of hexosamine (a constituent
of mucopolysaccharides) in compar
ison to collagen in the body. You
could die of ’’senile osteoporosis”
before you ’’dig that chatter".

Flying saucers that "shot across
the sky" at midnight and terror
ized the Sand Springs, Okla., area
proved to be only two prank-play
ing boys, a flashlight, a sheet,
and a few thousand imaginations.
Efforts in Fort Dodge, Iowa, to
bar janitors who can read from a
union because "they might read
confidential information left on
executives’ desks” drew a veto from
the National Labor Relations Board.

Three Arkansas men have formed
a corporation—called the Planet
Mars Development Corp.—to subdi
vide and sell land if and when
that planet is reached. In the AB
ERREE last month, our Martian cor
respondent said:
"kyst bygklm
zx’t, exerp. tg. mnyt plxmvhy stkr
plztn.”

A New Orleans cancer "author
ity"—one of the first to blame
cigarets for cancer—isn’t going
to give up. He told an Oklahoma
City medical meeting that filters
in cigarets are good for only one
thing--to sell more cigarets.
It took 20 U.S. military offi
cers 20 days to burn 35 million
dollars in obsolete military mon
ey in an incinerator recently. But
they’ll learn: two officers in the
Pentagon can "burn up” 10 times
that in real money in 20 seconds.
When a Tulsa suburbanite filled
his tank truck with water from a
fire hydrant, Tulsa filed suit for
45 cents, and the court fined him
$26.05 and costs.
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Jhe Big Double with Dianetics—

NOBODY EVER

RIED

URING the last four and a
jected both of these works by
implication, which might serve
half years, I’ve heard a
Sob Qtent-j
lot of "bull" about what is
to validate F. Scott Fitzger
wrong with Dianetics—and lately, Scien ald's statement that writing and works
tology . Some, from people who should of art transcend their creators' own un
have known better.
derstanding of them,
"Advanced Procedures" brought
clear
But the main item has been missed com
and understanding to mankind's
pletely. The big trouble with Dianetics light
greatest mystery and suggested a means of
is that nobody ever tried it I
It's true that there may have been a solving that mystery. But it was used as
half-dozen conscientious auditors who a springboard to dramatize what was called
tried to get Hubbard's real data from the "the service facsimile chain", and in
first book, but most of them used "The stead of following Ron's basic advice to
Modern Science of Mental Health" as a always use light techniques on low-toned
springboard to dramatize their
preclears, the heaviest stuff
ABOUT THE AUTHOR i possible was run by screwballs
own engrams and sympathy ex
citers,
or to prove some
I |E’VE known Bob looking for blueprints on how
crackpot theory they already QUU
Arentz nearly to make a bap gun instead of
had.
3 years, and in how to get a preclear out of
It was a jolt in 1950 to that time have dis an engram he was stuck in.
see a graduate of the first covered he can get
As a result, many calling
Elizabeth Foundation school "madder” at L. Ron themselves "Dianeticists" got
practicing a type of auditing
rd than any only the results they should
that "The Book"warned against Hubba
have expected, yet they used
one-we know. Also,
time and again—and from cor he
can express his their own failures to "prove"
respondence with other gradu anger
Hubbard was wrong—that his
convin
ates, it appeared that the cingly,most
techniques
didn't work.
as many of
technique was being taught.
Now
we
have the recent
the H. A. S. staff
This also was true with other will
"Auditor's
Handbook
and In
testify.
so-called schools: Californ
tensive
Procedure"
,
which
it
ia, Wichita, etc., as well as was Therefore,
stands
with
the
first
two as
with crossed
the groups.
a
major
work
on
mental
—or,
fingers that we aAll programs were aimed at greed to let him if you prefer it, spiritual
ignoring the most important write a review on therapy.
tenets of Hubbard's
first Hubbard’s new "Au
This book is a full pack
book and substituting every ditor
age,
were the first two.
’s Handbook". This as
kind of screwball substitute
book,
if followed care
—from E-Ther a p y and self We liked the book, fully, will produce the mir
hypnosis to the nonsense scat and wanted no vit
aculous betterments in health
tered from centers of idiocy riolic pen taking and mind that Ron always has
in Colorado, Alabama, Flori it apart. Besides,
extravagantly claimed for all
da, Washington,and elsewhere. Uncle Sam is some
of his techniques.
Seeing supposedly long-term, what of a mina
But it has the same pitfast friends of Ron's turn to cious guardian of fall as the other two—the
the enemy for money, and lat the mails’ purity. same "bugger factor" that au
But Bob fooled ditors en masse used to nul
er come back hypocritically
And in the lify the preceding books.
contrite has only intensified us.
my dislike for people who ig light of the DianRon
has taken it for
nore data, and then blame Ron etic-Scient ol o g y granted that auditors will
for the miserable failures reunion, Bob may follow his instructions and
have a point.
In audit according to the out
attendant upon their efforts. fact,
he
may
have
If the first book was ig several points in lines of Dianetics and Scien
nored, still less attention a
that’s tology already given. He has
was given to what may yet as "review"
long as this assumed that the stuff will
prove to be THE classic work:
be used with a modicum of
''Advanced Procedures and Ax one is.
horse
sense.
— THE EDITOR
ioms" . Even Hubbard has re
Well, let's hope so.
But
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let's not forget a few things that Hub
bard knows darn well and hasn't over
looked, even if they are not emblazoned
in glaring neon letters at the head of
every page.
Most important is Ron's continued ad
monition to use LIGHT techniques on lowtoned preclears.
For example, Ron has repeatedly stated
that psychotics are low-toned preclears,
and has urged auditors to avoid running
the psychotic carelessly, if at all. He
has asked over and over, in the para
phrasing of the first book, for auditors
to find someone with good reliable sonic,
clear visiq, true somatics, and NO CIR
CUITRY AT WORK, and "clear" a few of them
before tackling the most horrible mental
and physical wreck in town.Even on a case
in "good shape", he suggests lock running
and secondary engrams to clear up present
time before going for prenatal engrams.
Not the same thing? The h---- it's not J
We've changed names on it, and we've
gotten some extended concepts of just
what we are working with, but a cons
cientious auditor working with only the
first book, and a clear-cut knowledge of
the chapter on .Emotion and the Life Force,
will produce an operating thetan just as
surely as anyone else by later means.
Here's the new Book—with two routes:
one for lower-toned preclears, and one
for high toned preclears.
The stumbling block is at Step 4—"Ex
teriorize". If the preclear does, carry
on with Route One.
You watch and see auditors taking ev
ery kind of low-toned preclear straight
through on Route One techniques, com
pletely ignoring
the
BASIC .DATA, and
plunging in to use every conniving trick
in the book to get the poor cuss more in
volved in heavy facsimiles that he is al
ready dramatizing and can't knock out'.
What Ron means here is that you take a
high-toned preclear, and if he can exter
iorize, run Route One.
Such people constitute a mighty small
minority in our population. The rest you
run on Route Two, whether they exterior
ize or not1.
Hubbard already has said that the main
characteristic of a psychotic is reject
ion of responsibility for a body. Many
of them have been exteriorized from
childhood. Some of them never have been
"in", in the sense that other persons
are. They've never had any desire to do
anything but "escape reality", to use a
dubious term from another field. These
need ARC straight wire only.
What will happen—based on the histor-
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ical records of dianetic auditing to
date? Well, a few auditors will take, it
easy, use the new outline to help clear
up those light locks and emotionally
painful engrams that foul up the pre
clear's present time.
These auditors,
using Route Two, and working always with
the knowledge that present time is the
goal, and referring constantly to earlier
data on which Ron expects them to work,
will use light techniques and produce
some pretty extravagant results with the
new Auditor's Handbook,
because it is
terrific.
The rest will be back next year with
the same old complaint: "It didn't work."
None of these will recall such pertin
ent data as "painful emotion (unresolved)
is the glue that sticks engrams together."
None will realize that in the case of a
real "gone" preclear the same holds true
—the preclear is "gone" to escape an un
reduced charge of terror, anger, grief,
or even apathy, or an emotionally painful
incident, and that the light lock is on
this end and not at the point of regret
for the overt act, or a motivator.
A few know from past experience that
any damn' fool can jam a low-toned pre
clear into .somatics or facsimiles that
cannot be run. And they also know that
it takes a smart and clever operator on
the very lightest lock technique to get a
preclear to give up that most illusive
quarry of all—the pro-survival ally, on
whom all basic aberration hinges and
swings and rotates. And that the ally is
the ally of the thetan and not the GE
(Genetic entity)", and goes with the thet
an exteriorizing, whether he's a border
line psychotic or a very high-toned indi
vidual indeed.
The least foolproof element of the new
technique is that in the hands of the
wrong auditor, on low-toned
preclears
(exteriorized, or interiorized), some of
the stages will prove to have a tendency
toward hypnosis.
Past history indicates that these are
the elements that will be leaped upon
with glee by the fraternity.
They will
be magnified, intensified, misapplied,
and pinpointed as the very essence of the
whole. They will be pounded into pre
clears willy-nilly by trickery, by "new
methods", by counting, by snapping, monotonousizing, until the preclear is turn
ing about 14,000 revolutions per minute.
It's no wonder the guy acts as silly
as a psychiatrist at times and makes some
of the statements he does. This sort of
thing has been going on for more than
four years, without a let-up.
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PHOENIX "IN ACTION”

QEORIA, Ill.—This is the report promJ
ised you on my trip to Phoenix:
We arrived in Phoenix Sunday morning,
got a bit of sleep, and then went to the
4 P. M. services at the Church of Scien
tology, which occupies a modern store
building at 403 East Roosevelt. The win
dow is attractive, painted black with the
symbol and name of the Church in gold.
The interior is plain but attractive, and
the chairs are modern, comfortable alumi
num tubing plus plastic webbing.
When we walked in the services had al
ready begun, but we were greeted and ush
ered to a seat by a smiling lady. There
were about 25 people present, and the
minister, Richard Steves, D.D., informed
us that "the processing has begun", and
continued with it. Dr. Steves has a quiet
air of competence and certainty, and was
neatly dressed—even a tie! He proceeded
to give the group some competent process
ing, and they seemed to be enjoying it.
Like many of the recent techniques of
Scientology, the processing was simple
enough that even a new beginner could do
it, yet effective at bringing a person to
present time.
After the processing, the kindly lady
saw to it that our names and addresses
were put on cards, and gave us a "May We
See You Again?" sheet which explained:
"You have attended a Group Processing
Session of the Church of Scientology.
Processing consists of a series of drills
having to do with attention. By freeing
the attention you can then yourself be
free. Scientology makes the able more
able ... At such simple sessions as
these a majority of the congregation ben
efits in terms of better Knowingness. A
few of these, even in a short while, come
to know that they are not bodies, that
they are themselves the soul. A few come
to understand that this can be so. Some
only feel better physically and mentally.
About 12 percent of any new group such as
the one you have just attended receive
little or no benefit and these would re
quire many more hours of Group Processing
and even individual processing (by a
trained minister) before they would know
the truth. In our congregation we do not
try to improve you by talking. By drills
and exercises of the spirit, we let you

find out for yourself, without duress or
compulsion ... If you feel better, you
may wish to attend other free sessions
and bring your friends. The Church will
be happy to have you."
No charges were made, no collection
taken. For those who wished to contrib
ute, there was a box on the table at the
end of the room—but it was just there,
no one mentioned it.
Two days after attending the Church,
we each received a letter from John W.
Gaiusha, D.D., which said in part, "The
ministers of the Church are ready to as
sist you. Our doors are open to you. The
people you have met are your friends . . .
Scientology is as old as knowledge, as
new as tomorrow . . . You are a spirit,
you can be free, you can help others."
As the son of a Presbyterian minister,
and as a former Presbyterian minister my
self, I was impressed with the alertness
and efficiency of this follow-up. I liked
the attitude of the Church and the sim
plicity and honesty of its services. Here
was no dead weight of holy ritual and
symbology, but the distilled essentials
of what many religions have been talking
about for centuries. My impression was,
"Here is a religion in action, going about the business of improving the world
by improving the people in it in a simple
and practical manner instead of sitting
and contemplating the navel of the past
with repetitious reaffirmation and rit
ual."
I understand that the Church of Sci
entology will soon acquire a "churchy
church" building in Phoenix as the place
for its meetings.
On Monday, along with our friends, Dr_.
and Mrs. Harry Wood, we visited the offi
ces of HASI. We were welcomed by the
receptionist and ushered into the office
of b.b.b. (Busy Barbara Bryan), who took
time from her many tasks to talk to us.
As we talked to her and looked at the of
fice in operation, we saw Ron Hubbard's
principles as set forth in "How to Live
Though an Executive" being put into ac
tion. There was excellent communication
evident in that office, and I discovered
later that this included frequent confer
ences with Ron.
Mary Sue Hubbard was
right in the office, working alongside
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the others. Enthusiasm and certainty was one who has indulged in this among other
evident. As Dr. Wood remarked, "With the techniques, I reminded Gordon that first
spirit that group has, they can’t fail." one must be CERTAIN that this is God
I agree.
whose presence one is practicing, and not
Monday evening we attended another merely some ancient mock-upl Secondly, I
group processing session, this time at could not and cannot understand the atti
S16 North Third Street, the headquarters tude of some Phoenicians like Gordon who
of the Freudian Foundation of America. have benefitted from the use of the tech
Again we found a competent auditor, Burke niques of Dianetics and Scientology, but
Belknap, and some good processing along who now have failed to keep in communica
with a group of about 20 people. We heard tion with Hubbard and the offices of the
that the Freudian communication line to HASI which are making every effort to
the public has not worked out very well, make available the necessary processing
that the Church communication line was and training so that Scientologists can
proving more effective.
get into action and effectively do some
Monday night we also visited with Joe thing about the "state of mankind". Any
and Marilyn Wallace, Joan Neilsen, Bob way, Gordon will apparently continue to
Cantwell, and John Sanborn. Again we got supply data on tape so that the tape-wor
an impression of a new enthusiasm and shippers of Dianetics and Scientology may
hopefulness concerning Scientology—and continue to gather around their spinning
some of these folk have been around the prayer wheels and absorb data, data, and
science a long time, and have been thru more data.
Bill and Rae Perrier were eating sup
the discouraging times and the times of
per as we made'dur last stop before leav
high hopes which failed to come true.
Tuesday night we attended one of the ing Phoenix. We found them doing a good
group retraining sessions at 4O3A East job as auditors, working particularly
Roosevelt. Here we found about 30 people with a very tough psychotic case. Again,
from the Phoenix area present, many of we found little knowledge of what went on
them HDAs. This group is being trained in Phoenix right now in the field of Sci
to HCA level of performance by the HAST. entology. Bill informed us that out of
As a person qualifies, he will be given curiosity he had inquired as to the stat
an intensive booster course by Ron, his us of Scientology with the Phoenix Cham
ber of Commerce and Better Business Bur
HCA degree, and his certificate as a min
ister. Then, an area of the city will be eau, and found that it had a high rating
assigned to him, and he will perform the with these agencies—good news for those
work of the Church in that area. This may who recall what dismal reports the Better
involve many tasks, but the one which was Business Bureau used to give to those
mentioned at this meeting was that of who inquired about Dianetics.
In Los Angeles we stopped at Scientol
visiting the ill in hospitals, talking
with them, straight wiring them, using ogy Council and found Joanna and Hardin
simple techniques to help them. This is Walph busy auditing.
These folk are
already being done by the staff auditors specializing on acceptance level communi
cation of Scientology, and have just fin
of the HAST in Phoenix with excellent re
ished training a group of doctors and
sults, we heard.
Tuesday night we also visited Ross and chiropractors. They jam the large home,
Lynn Lamoreaux. We were disappointed to which is their headquarters, with meta
find Ross and Lynn out of the main stream physicians of every type, and are enthus
iastic about their success in reaching
of Scientology in Phoenix, with Ross go
this group of people. Here, again, I
ing into a "Clinical Psychology" prac
tice. However, I feel that it will not be found the air of certainty and enthusiasm
long until they are back working in the which I had seen in action at the HASI in
Phoenix.
field of Scientology again.
The time for data gathering seems to
On Wednesday we visited Gordon Reekbe over in the sections of Scientology at
stead, and found him busy with his Tape
Library, along with the assistance of a which I looked on this trip. Scientolog
ists are in action.
secretary and his wife.
Again, I was
amazed tnat Gordon knew so little of what
What about Ron Hubbard?
Very busy
was going on in Scientology in Phoenix,
helping direct the activities of Scien
tology in action, rewriting and adding to
but he said he had withdrawn until Hub
bard stabilized things and stopped making the Auditor’s Handbook for a new deluxe
edition, and, I hear, writing a history
fantastic claims.
Meanwhile, Gordon is
of religion which should make most inter
self-processing, using the "practice of
the presence of God" as his technique. As
esting reading.
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the Hennick strength holds out...
Arden and Ruth Bergquist of Wichi
ta drove to the Salt Flats to see
what the drouth had done to the
man-made lake at the edge of the
"dust bowl".
You could float a
shingle on it, he admits, but you
might have to add the contents of
your canteen first. On the way
home, they stopped in Enid for a
preview of the midwest convention
site---- Cliff Goodman of New Ro
chelle, N.Y., has been riding herd
on a string of organ ivories with
the Del Trio at the ritzy Skirvin
Tower in Okie City...
John Farrell, who says he likes
to see his name in the paper, pens
from Pomona, Calif., that he and
Winters in Colorado are severe
the Rev. Miss Tucker Loane are enand early. First signs of the mi
gaged, and have asked L. Ron Hub
gration comes from Frances Berg
bard to be officiating minister in
lund , who has moved her recently
the Phoenix Church of Scientology.
obtained COMMUNICATOR
(formerly
Both will take the Eighth Clinical
published by Sadah Field and Chuck
Course—John as an initiate and
Higgins) to Phoenix...Also back in
his bride or bride-to-be as a re
Phoenix are the Robinsons—John
peater...And speaking of marriages
and Hazel—who went to Colorado
and
what happens when you do, Mr.
with visions of a mountain utopia,
and
Mrs
. W, P. Mullen of Tulsa an
where members could do what they
nounce
the
arrival of 6 pounds, 7
thought they were best fitted to
ounces
of
matter,
energy, space,
do...Quoting from the COMMUNICAT
and time—a girl, Wanda Claire, on
OR: "He (Steves) said Mr. Hubbard
26 September...Roman J. Mazurek of
is now going to release techniques
Chicago stopped in Enid on his way
that will finish dianetics as a
to the Eighth Clinical Unit, hop
mental therapy”. This should come
ing to find Ye-Ed-&—Pub, a town of
as good news to the A.M.A....From
Indians, and some western cooking.
Sacramento comes word from the
Finding only Ye-Ed-&-Pub, he set
Post Office that Duane Leazenby
tled for fried pork chops, probab
"doesn’t live here any more"...
ly
grown on an Illinois farm and
"Smokey" Brand writes that he and
processed in Chicago... Paul Ish
an 11-year-old boy dared the Texas
mael plans to abandon Oklahoma
heat to erect a quonset hut and
City again if he can make the
lay a concrete floor as the nu
right connections in
Houstoncleus of a machine shop "Smokey"
electrical connections, that is...
plans to run. "Without even a mo
torcycle to' keep in trim, it was a
Ross and Lynn Lamoreaux have moved
bit rough," Brand admits...
to a small, two-bedroom house in
Harry B. Murphy’s back in Santa
Phoenix (1613 E. Campbell), and the
old Scientology Institute quarters
Paula, Calif., after a summer’s
have been taken over for a rest
vacation in Stockton. Now, Harry
home.
Ross is supplementing his
says, he’s trying to catch up on
auditing income by selling courses
the missing ABERREEs which the
in a radio school...Norman Fritz,
postman didn’t forward all summer
Wichita, is taking a week’s vaca
..."Oil Man" Grant Pool is trying
tion in California, where he will
to teach people they don’t really
visit with Waldo Boyd, one of the
have to KNOW how to know--they can
former Wichita Foundation wheels,
look it up. He’s selling Encyclo
in Encino...Among those NOT ex
paedias in Phoenix...The Hennicks
pected at the Enid Convention are:
—Carroll and Pearl—are In their
Dwight Eisenhower, Helen O’Brien,
new Phoenix home, planting a gar
L. Ron Hubbard" and the' ’Slycus
den and digging out the trash that
agent from Galaxy T-8, although
builders seem to enjoy burying in
what eventually will be a lawn, if
all are invited.
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"When I saw the cartoon on Procedure
30, I split my sides. Best cartoon I have
seen for a long time...Enclosed check is
for a subscription for Geoffrey Baker, of
...It appears that it is rough to send
money out of England and so it has been
agreed between the two of us that we swap
subscriptions and he will receive The Aberree while he is having the Bristol Dianetic Review sent to me."—Dr. C. Gordon
Fleming, HCA, Dishman, Wash.
"It is obvious that you are having a
gay old time producing the Aberree. More
power to you. I told you scientologists
were just ornery enough to make it a suc
cess, and it looks as though I was cor
rect the first time. Here in Washington
we are enjoying your efforts even though
some of the contributors seem to need
more time being audited, rather than time
for thinking about what is wrong with the
techniques or Ron. There are quite a few
figure, figure, figure examples strewn
throughout the pages. I hope it acts as
a spur to others to get audited out of
that band.
"According to my lawyers, the Church
of Scientology will be a fact before this
week is over,
(the Washington, D.C..
Church, that is). Tomorrow (September 21)
is the date set for the board of direct
ors to sign the papers of incorporation,
etc.
"We also have a new addition to the
staff here which is extremely welcome to
all of us.
Ralph Swanson, former vicepresident of HASI in Phoenix, is now our
associate director. Another prize addi
tion is Carol Yeager who was graduated
from the 2nd clinical course in Camden,
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as well as the 7th unit in Phoenix. Both
have a sizable background in Scientology,
and a sizable and excellent reputation.
"Our groups are growing at the rate of
four to seven newcomers each week. This
is due to some newspaper ads...We announce
more advance group procedures on other
nights for which we make a charge. The
plan seems to work fine, and people are
very happy with the results.
"Now that we have the stellar staff,
we are going to open our big guns. It
will be fun to see what happens."—Bill
(Dr. W. H_.) Young, Washington, D. C.

"Everyone here is walking madly to and
fro between two objects and giving their
colour, weight and temperature. We have
not made a start yet as we have had the
house too full, but will get down to it
in the fairly near future, I expect. It
strikes me as good although maybe not so
good as it is thought to be by everyone,
that is, everyone who hail the newest as
the best..."—k, J, S, McMillan, Bristol,
England.
"John and Lillian (Bloomquist) report
ed that you were doing fine, and I guess
the last issue of The ABERREE is proof of
it. It meets my acceptance level even
though one veteran auditor of my acquain
tance stated that she ’had no time for
scuttlebutt'. I like the stuff.
"If I can find anyone going that way
to ride with I may try to get to your
conference. It should be as interesting
as the Atlanta one.
"Some comments on knowing—It may be
faith that you can get to the end of the
street without mishap, but it is possible
to 'look' and see that (in the future)
you did. It is possible to 'know' the
future. Time is an arbitrary. The man
who has only 'belief about the future
may well be stuck in present time.
"For Lee Lockhart—remember me, Lee?—
people who have the 'gift' of healing or
some form of theta perception average about one in a thousand or so. They are
not rare at all. Incidentally, people who
have had one exteriorization by religious
means are usually difficult to process.
They feel they have the whole answer,
when they have only part of it.
"The little spheres J.R.Zubris reports
sound to me similar to the exteriorized
•thetans' we used to see around a faith
healing meeting here in town. And his
symbol 'like a dandelion bloom' like a
group control center—exterior. He should
try 'being a group' and see if the symbol
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several truckloads of books from Wichita.
doesn't disappear or come under control.
Plans are to promote and continually pub
Note that the symbol is to be found in
licize Dianetics by a reorganized Dianetthe cards of the Tarot. And some of us
ic Foundation not directly under the H.A,
are telepaths.
Not too good yet, but
S.I.
Book One and a new book on Dianet
telepaths. Note that the recent issues
ics
Ron
is now writing will be sold by
of Astounding Science Fiction are slanted
the
Foundation.
Says the public needs
toward telepaths, and if there aren't a
and
will
accept
a
mental
therapy. Scien
lot of them, John W. Campbell is going to
tology
will
remain
for
and
to be spread
go hungry.
by
Scientologists
and
the
HASI. I left
"The dandelion bloom effect has shown
with
the
feeling
that
Ron
is confident
up during Procedure 30 processing.
things
are
going
well
and
continually
"The idea suggested by Dr. Addison
bettering."
—
Carroll
Hennick
,
Phoenix.
O'Neill looks a little hot to me. I've
probably processed as many people as any
body in the future. It is a
favorite
"It's a (alleged) free country; every
one can go crazy in his own way. Read the
technique, and I use it to stabilize PC's,
Aberration and was mentally cross-eyed
but the idea of trying to bypass the bank
when I finished. How sad to lose a good
by this method looks a little rough. The
good photographer to such nonsense. Good
roughest part of anybody's experience is
luck on your book,"—Thomas H. Uzzell,
usually 'in the future. Why do you think
Stillwater, Okla.
the past is so much- easier to get at? I
wonder if the Doctor hasn't spun in a
couple by this technique.
They did in
"You have winning ways, so I am going
California...
to invite you to send The ABERREE for a
"When you got your people 'one month
few months more."—Ernie Williams, Green
in the future', what were they 'in'? Seme
ville, S. Car.
will be right in the middle of an atomic
war if you do it that way"..."—Harold
"In Roby W. LaMarche's letter, in the
Schroeppel, Peoria, Ill
October Aberree, he bemoans the lack of
millionaire auditors.
Wealthy auditors
"Quick!
Please enter my subscription will always be scarce but wealthy ex-aud
for a year to The ABERREE before it goes
itors should become increasingly plenti
up again. Already my avoidance technique ful; thereby proving Scientology's worth
has cost me the difference between $1.68 to society. Anyone that is making lots
and $2."—Irene C. Brecht, Riverside, Cal. of money has a high survival level (pos
sibly a few minor circuits) and will not
"Results from the previous advertise
be in the market for much processing.
ment were amazing...As long as results
It's the mixed up kids (like me) who need
warrant, we are a good source for copy."
processing and the reason we need it is
—^2* S* Furr> Tampa, Fla.
because we can't afford it (or anything
else). In the field of group processing,
"The latest Aberree is exquisite. Par
there is possibly the opportunity for a
ticularly all of it. Liked the discus
few outstanding individuals in the role
sions of 'Knowing'—this subject has been of 'evangelists'.
a big uncertainty in the minds of many
"The regular Scientologist is, on the
Scientologists. There should be now a average, going to make less than a doctor
great deal less confusion around.
or dentist for the simple reason that he
"There is a knowing which is above the works on an entirely different principle.
level of looking (including evaluation of
The Scientologist is constantly losing
experience—bottom of Page 2).
That is
his customers by improving them and his
the certainty of putting something some new customers are again unwealthy ones.
place and knowing it is placed there,
Also auditing, if well done, is dull,
without looking at it (but it is clearly monotonous, time consuming, and extremely
visible if looked at). This is at the
laborous (mentally).
Why should anyone
very top of the scale—humans have drop
with vast ability (a clear, for instance)
ped far below the level of being willing be an auditor when they could sit in a
to look at anything.
well appointed, air conditioned office a
"We went out to visit Ron and Sue this
few hours a week, make momentous decisweek. They and the kids are doing fine.
sions, and sign a few papers?
We talked about this and that,
mostly
"Now about those horror comics.
What
Scientology and organizational permuta
person, child or adult, is going to fear
tions. Ron was very happy to receive the the devil if they have already gone
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IjONCEPF''
THERAPY
Special classes on the inte
gration of Concept Therapy and
Electropsychometry
will
be
conducted by Volney G. Mathi
son, Dr. Thurman Fleet, and a
leading psychotherapist yet to
be named, at the

TJowa House Hotel

Kansas City Kans.

NOV 5,6,7
FEE $50.00
Anyone may attend, but enroll
ments MUST BE PAID IN ADVANCE
BY MAIL, with a minimum de
posit of $5.00.
Concept therapy is a therapy
based on electronuclear sci
ence. It was originated in
1933 and is increasingly in
professional use.
Mathison
Electropsychometers, after two
years of tests,
have been
adopted by Concept Therapy as
the only so-far known mode of
psychotherapeutic
electronic
instrumentation.
Address Correspondence To:

MATHISON ELECTROPSYCHOMETERS
1214 West 30th Street
Los Angeles 7, Calif.

through all kinds of terror, death, and
excruciating pain via comics or other me
dium by the process of duplication? And
how is the church going to control them
if it can't scare them?
The same with
medicine and psychiatry. If a person can
create the sensations of every conceiva
ble kind of injury or malady, how is the
Doc going to convince them they are ill?
"Of course there will always (let's
hope not) be juveniles, because of prenatals or burdened childhoods, who will
commit crimes (before they receive pro
cessing from any source). When they are
caught in their crimes they will blame
something (for the purpose of escaping
responsibility—not punishment) and what
would be easier than to blame the comics;
especially when so many columnists (what
a lucrative business I) and editors are
yelling about it?"—Fred Hibbard, Dodge
City, Kans.

"Thanks for the sample copy. I like
the tone much, much better than that of a
previous issue I saw. Not being a Scien
tologist yet, some of it is 'way over my
head, even the humor."—Allurah Leslie,
New Castle, Penn.
"I like the light tone but also expect
some real help from your publication. How
about it?--Marshall J, Farr, Brooklyn,
N.Y.
(Ed. Note—The AEERREK has no "help
you" aims, but if, in it, you can find a
clue that will help you help yourself,
you're welcome.)

"Your publishing The ABERREE with an
increasing amount of optimum randomity is
evidence of how you feel about Scientol
ogy, life, people, things and so forth.
I like it because it makes me feel good.
You are reaching people in all kinds of
states. Maybe we all think we're unique
in the amount of plus or minus ability we
have or the amount of turbulence we're
stuck in. Assuming that's true, then
there are many others like myself for whom
constructive publications like The ABER
REE, The CADA BULLETIN, and The GHOST
help tip the balance and make survival
more hopeful, more fun, and more real.
We live with families and groups who
either oppose or negate Scientology and
we are the lone flower in the bed of
weeds (or the other way around) and a
good look at the situation reveals that
it may be remarkable that most of us are
becoming more stable, more able,
and
we're enjoying life more. The backbone of
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communication, the Journal of Scientolo
gy, the PABs, and CERTAINTY are greatlyenhanced by your efforts.
Please keep
going...
"Incidentally, all of us in this area
have attended Clem Johnson's
evening
group sessions which run 5 days a week.
Clem and Duch are working hard and stead
ily and successfully with the groups and
individuals in this area,
Clem thinks
highly of you Alphia so you can't be such
a 'devil' after all...
"Your editorial' and deMille's article
on 'Knowing' was interesting and useful.
My own answer to the question of 'Knowing
how to know what?' is, knowing how to
know anything. By increasing awareness
and perception we learn how to KNOW.
Looking, being aware, reduces speculat
ion. How many Scientologists can take
their Scientology vocabulary or terminol
ogy and substitute 3 other words for
each? It constitutes a sort of therapy.
"The various definitions of clears,
Scientology, etc., that you print are
helpful. Definitions can change.
Why
not? See Logic 5, Logic 7 and 2nd Corol
lary which last I quote, 'Truth is rela
tive to environments, experience
and
truth.'
"I think LRH long ago and time and
again gave an excellent reason why pc's
weren't able to apply Scientology to
their problems, or 'didn't want to get
well'. It sounds sort of stupid from one
viewpoint but 'that's their problem' and
it is also a clue to the auditor as to
what's wrong with their case.
There
wouldn't be any p.c.'s if they could ap
ply Scientology to their problems. They
are not able to. The auditor should be
able to enable them to change their de
cision .
"I have set up a standard and am at
tempting to run each tape of group pro
cessing tapes A, B, C, etc., over and over
consecutively until they correspond to
the standard: such as no further physio
logic reactions—somatics, yawns, tears,
laughs, etc., no further tone rises or
falls, No further change AND I can ans
wer all commands and questions rapidly
and completely and continually until the
next command comes along. I wear head
phones to listen—it cuts distractions.
What criterion do others use? Why?
"Lets hear from Agnes editorially."—
Jim Keefer, Leesburg, Fla.
"The Notes. on the Doctorate Course
seem fascinating. Thank you."—Sid Twombly, Schenectady, N. Y.

Do you know that you have senses
more important than sight or hear
ing, available for your specific
use?

list all
30 of the Senses?
Gan you

Or are you trying to get along with
over-working less than five?
Nature did not provide a wonder
ful Memory without also providing
specific indexes for it. Everything
that ever happened to YOU, as well
as specifically what to do about
it, is RECORDED RIGHT IN YOUR OWN
MIND—NOWHERE ELSE.
Do you know
how to specifically use your Memory
Indexes, as Nature intended?
Do you know that you can specif
ically direct and use the Sense of
Energy, instead of remaining a vic
tim of uncertainty and nervousness?
Do you know the step-by-step
mental functions for relief from
glasses, sinus, arthritis, over
weight, or other goals you wish to
attain? and the specific time re
quired?
Are you broadening your mental
ity in Balancing 'all' of the Mind,
or are you unbalancing it all the
more in trying to develop less than
l/8th of it,
and neglecting the
rest?
Specific mental exercises that
work, prove themselves, on Self, by
Self. Nothing else is needed.

Our work is in developing 'all'
thirty of the Senses, and providing
specific exercises for specific re
sults, in the time pre-planned; to
benefit in
practical every-day
use—as of NOW.

Further
quest .

clarifications

on re

Send information about yourself

to:

WM. FURR
3009 HarborView Avenue
Tampa 9, Florida
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We have a small stock of most of the publications of L. Ron
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